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Abstract. The notions of ≪-shape for compact pairs and proper n-
shape for locally compact spaces were introduced in [1] and [2],
respectively.In this paper, strengthening ≪-shape of pairs, we define
the notion of relative ≪-shape of compact pairs. By constructing a
functor from the proper ≪-shape category to the relative ra-shape
category, we prove that for locally compact spaces X and Y with
dim^/i + 1, if n-Shp(X) = n-Shp(Y) then ≪-Sh(FX,EX) = n-Sh
(FY,EY) rel. (EX,EY) and n-Sh{CX, {oo}) = ≪-Sh(CT, {oo}) rel.
({oo},{oo}), where FX is the Freudenthal compactification of X with
EX the ends, and CX = X U {00} is the one-point compactification of
X. As corollaries,(1) if A" is connected SUVn and dimX < n + 1,
then FXeUV, (2) if X, Y c /i^+1= ^n+1＼{*} are Z-sets and
n-Shp{X) = n-Shp(Y), then ^+1 ＼X is homeomorphic (≪) to /i"+1＼F.
1. Introduction
In this paper, spaces are separable metrizable and maps are continuous. We
denote J*?Jf the class of locally compact spaces, co ―{1,2,...} positive integers
and neco. For a class M of spaces, Ji{ri) denotes the subclass of Ji consisting of
spaces with dim < n. Let 2 be the subclass of J^^f whose members have the
metrizable Freudenthal compactifications.
In [5],Ball and Sher studied the relation of proper maps and the Freudenthal
compactifications, defined the notion of proper shape and proved that for X,
FeS, if ShJJT) = Shn(7) then Sh(FX,EX) = $h(FY,EY) rel. (EX,EY) [5,
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Corollary 4.8].On the other hand, the concept of ?i-shapefor compact spaces was
introduced by Chigogidze [8].The notion of proper ≪-shape for locally compact
spaces was introduced in [2] and proved that a locally compact connected space X
has property SUVn if and only if n-Sbp(X) ―n-Shp(T) for some tree T, where
SUVn is a noncompact variant of UVn (cf. [16]).In [2], the proper w-shape of
locally compact spaces is defined by using embeddings of them into locally
compact ^U-spaces, so we can define the proper n-shape category ≪-SH^ <£X.
By n-SHp ^Jf(n + l)(n-SHp £(≪+ !)), we denote the full-subcategory of
n-SHp £?Jf whose objects are in <£$C(n+ l)(S(?i+ 1)). The proper ≪-shape of
locally compact spaces with dim < n + 1 is also defined by using embeddings
of them into locally compact (n+ 1)-dimensional LCn C＼Cn-spaces. We denote
such a proper ≪-shape category by n-$K'p S£c^{n + 1). It is not clear that
n-SHp J?Jf(n + 1) and ≪-SH^ J?jr(n + 1) are categorical isomorphic. However
we can prove the following:
Theorem 1. There is a categorical embedding <D: n-SH^ J?X'(n+ 1) ―>
≪-SH^ SeX{n + 1) such that R(X) = X for each X e &jT(n + 1).
Let Jf2(n+1) be the class of compact pairs with dim<n+l and
n-SMp S(n+ 1) be the full-subcategory of n-SH'p &X{n + 1) whose objects are
in S(≪+l). We also define the relative w-shape category ≪-SHre/$T2(n + 1),
strengthening ≪-shape category of pairs [1],and prove the following.
Theorem 2. There is a functor ＼ :n-SH'p S(/i+ 1) ―>≪-SHre/Jf 2(≪+ 1) such
that Y(X) = (FX,EX) for each X e I(/i + 1).
So we conclude the following corollaries.
Corollary 3. There is a functor @ : n-SHp 2(/i+ 1) -> n-SHrei Jf2(n + l)
such that R(X) = (FX,EX) for each X e 2(/i+ 1).
Corollary 4. For X, 7eE(≫ + l), if n-Shp(X) = n-Shp(Y) then n-$fo
{FX,EX) = n-$h(FY,EY) rel (EX,EY).
Corollary 5. If X is connected, SUVn and dimX < n + I, then FX e UVn.
For each X e <£%',let CX = X U {00} be the one-point compactification of
X. Considering (CX, {00}) instead of (FX,EX), we have the following similarly
to Theorem 2.
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Theorem 6. There is a functor ＼': n-SK'p ^Jf(n + 1) -> ≪-SHre/Jf 2(≪+ 1)
≪w?/if/wf ＼(X) = (CZ, {oo}) for each X e &$T{n + 1).
As a corollary, we have the following.
Corollary 7. Let ju^1 = jun+l＼{*}, w/iere * g /in+1,X, 7 cz ^+1 Z)eZ-^to.
// n-ShJX) = n-Shp( y) rten <+1 ＼X ≫ <+1 ＼Y.
2. The proper n-shape category
Let Q = I(O be a Hilbert cube and fin+l an (n + 1)-dimensional Menger
compactum.
A map / : X ―>Y between spaces is called n-invertihleif for any map
a : Z ―> Y from any space Z with dim Z < n to F, there exists a map a : Z ―>X
such that /a = a. It is easy to observe that if/and a are proper, then a is also
proper.
Theorem 2.1 ([10]). There is an (n+ ＼)-invertibleUVn-surjection f : /i"+1 ―>
Q such that the fibers are Z-sets and homeomorphic to jun+l. □
Let $+1 be a Z-set in jun+l and homeomorphic to fin+l and M = fin+l＼ju$+l.
By the Z-set unknotting theorem [6], we may assume /-1(*) = Mq+1 f°rsome
* e Q. The following follows from Theorem 2.1.
Proposition 2.2. There is an (n + ＼)-invertibleproper UVn-surjection f :
M ―>Q＼{*} such that the fibers are Z-sets and homeomorphic to fin+l. □
Two proper maps /, g : X ―*■T are properly n-homotopic (written by / ~np g)
if,for any proper map a : Z ―>X from any Z e £?Cf(n) into X, the compositions
/a and ga are properly homotopic (fa ~p got)in the usual sense. To see that /
and g are properly ≪-homotopic, it sufficesto verify the condition in case that a is
an ≪-invertibleproper surjection.
If there exist proper maps / : X ―> Y and g : Y ―>X such that fg ~np idy
and gf ^np id^, then X and Y are said to be properly n-homotopically equivalent
(written by X ~np Y). If only the firstrelation is valid, then it is said that X
properly n-homotopically dominates Y, or Y is properly n-homotopically dominated
by X (written by X >np Y, or Y <npX).
Suppose that X and Y are closed setsin (n + 1)-dimensional locally compact
LCn n C"-spaces M and N, respectively. Let A = (A, <) and A = (A, <) be
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directed sets. A net / = {fx |k e A} of maps fx: M -> N is called a proper
n-fundamental net from X to Y in M and TV if, for every closed neighborhood V
of Y in iV, there exist a closed neighborhood C/ of X in M and an index lo e A
such that
/^-J/Jf/inFforalU^Ao.
One should remark that each fx need not be proper but fx＼vis proper for some
closed neighborhood U of X in M (cf.[5, Lemma 3.2]).We denote that/ : X ―>
7 in (Af,JV).
Let / = {/A|AeA}, g = {g8 ＼5 e A} : X -> 7 in (M,AQ be proper ≪-
fundamental nets. We say that / and g are properly n-homotopic (written by
/ ^npg) if for each closed neighborhood V of Y there exista closed neighborhood
U of X and Ao e A, ≪5oe A such that
fi＼u-nP9d＼v'm v for a11^ ^ ^o and^ > <50.
The proper n-homotopy class of/ is denoted by [/]£.
By the same argument of [2],we can define the notion of proper /i-shape for
(≪+ 1)-dimensional locally compact spaces by using embeddings of them into
(n + 1)-dimensional locally compact LCn (1 Cw-spaces. The proper n-shape cat-
egory with dim < n + 1, ≪-SH^ J£jf(n + 1), is the category whose objects are in
S£tf{n + 1) and whose morphisms are the proper /i-homotopy classes of proper
^-fundamental nets.If X, YeE(n +1) are isomorphic in ≪-SH^ <£$C{n +1), then
we denote n-Stip{X) = n-Stip(Y).
Proposition 2.3. Let X, Y e j£?Jf,X be an LCn-space, f : X -> Y be a
proper UVn-surjection and % be an open covering of Y. Suppose that two proper
maps <j):Wo -> X and ＼j/: W -* Y such that f(f>= ＼//＼Wo,where W e i?Jf (n + 1)
and Wo is a closed subset of W. Then there exists a proper map y : W ―>X such
that y＼w ―(j>and fy is <%'-closeto ＼j/.
Proof. By [11, Theorem 16.11], F is LCn. Let ≪i be a double star-
refinement of <%. By [8, Proposition 2.1], there is an open refinement %' of °M＼
satisfying the following; for any two °M'-closeproper maps g, h : A ―■>F from a
closed subset
^4 of a space B with dim < n + 1 such that g has a proper extension
G : B ―> F it follows that A also has a proper extension H : 5 ―>F which is ^i-
close to G (cf.[7, Theorem 4.2(2)]).By [13, p. 156], there existsan open refinement
if of %i such that, for any simplicial poly tope K with dim < n + 1, every partial
realization of K in F relativeto "V extends to a fullrealizationof K in F relative
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to %＼. Let "W be a canonical cover (cf.[13, p. 51]) of W＼Wq with order < n + 1
such that ${'W) is a refinement of ir. By the nerve replacement trick[13, p. 53]
and the definition of ir, we have a proper map ＼jj':W* ―>F such that i///?is
#i-close to ^ and i^V0 = ≪AIffo>where ^* = N(ir) u ^o and p : W -* W* is a
canonical map with /?|j^o= id^0. Since ^'＼Wq=f$ and X is LCn, (/>extends to a
proper map <j>:W' ―>X, where W' is a closed neighborhood of Wq in FF* and
W'＼Wq is a subpolyhedron of NiW), such that /^ is ^f'-closeto ＼l/'＼w,.Then
/
/
ij>has a proper extension ＼j/': W* ― F which is ^i-close to ^'. Note that
^W'＼FFb= ^'Iwvwo- Ry ^e liftin§property [14, Lemma A] (cf.[6, Proposition
2.1.3]),we have a proper map / : N(W) ―>X such that y＼w,＼Wo= $＼w'＼w0an<^
// is °U＼-closeto ^f＼N/^-＼.Then y = (y'＼J^)pis the desired proper map. □
By Proposition 2.2, we may assume that each X e $g$C{n + 1) is embedded
as a closed set into an AR-sp&ce Mx e iffjf and an LCn C＼C"-space M'x e
S£3C{n +1), and there is an (n + l)-invertibleproper t/Fw-surjection ax ･ M'x ―≫･
Mx such that a^ly = id^.
Lemma 2.4. Let X, Y e J£3f(n+I). Then any proper n-fundamental net
f ―{/i ＼Xe A} : X -+ Y in (Mj, MY) in the sense of [2] induces a proper n-
fundamental net f ―{f'k＼X e A} : X ―> Y in {M'x, M'Y) such that fxCLX = o-y/1
for each X e A.
Proof. Since aY is (n + l)-invertible,for each map fa : Mx ―>MY there is a
map f[ : M'x -≫M'Y such that fkax = aYf'k.We show that/ = {f[ ＼X e A} : X -≫
Y in {M'x, M'y) is a proper ^-fundamental net. Since ay is proper, for each closed
neighborhood V of Y in M'Y there is a closed neighborhood V＼of 7 in MY such
that a^(int V＼)^ V. Note that a^(int Fi) is LCn. Let F c int V＼ be a closed
neighborhood of Y in My. Then there are a closed neighborhood U of X in Mx
and an index Ao e A such that
/Alt/^/Aolt/mFforalH^Ao.
Let U' = u.xl(U) and fix A > Ao. Since ay/Hut =fxax＼u>> we nave fl(U') c
a^(F) c a^1 (int Ki) c K'. Let ^' : Z -> £/'be a proper map from Z e JSfJf(/i)
to C/'.Since /Alf/^/Aolt/ in F,
/Alc/a^'^/iolt/ax^in F,
i.e.,there is a proper homotopy if : Z x / ―>int Fi such that ifo =fxo＼uaxft an^
ifi =h＼u0LxP'･ Let A : Z x {0,1} ―>ay1 (int V＼) be the map defined by h＼Zxm =
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fl^wfS and h＼Zx{l} -f'k＼v,0. Since H＼Zx{o,i} = ocYh, by Proposition 2.3, there is a
proper map h : Z x I ―> <Xyl(int V) which is an extension of h. We conclude that
fx＼u'^nPfi＼u'in ^(intFOcr □
Lemma 2.5. Let f = {fk ＼X e A}, g = {gs |S e A} : X -+ Y in (Mx, MY) he
proper n-fundamental nets and suppose /, g induce proper n-fundamental nets f' =
{f[ |X e A}, g' = {g'8＼de k} : X -^ Y in (M'x, M'Y) such that fkax = aYf{ and
gsQLx = <xy9sfor eacn ^ e A and S e A. Then f'^"g if and only if f ^n g'.
Proof. Suppose that f ~npg. Since ay is proper, for each closed neigh-
borhood V of Y in M'Y there is a closed neighborhood V of Y in My such that
ap-^F) <= F'. By the argument of Lemma 2.4, we may assume that ap*(F) is
LC. Since / ^pg, there are a closed neighborhood £/of X in M^ and indices
Xq e A and ^eA such that
/aI£/-J 9s＼uin ^ for a11A > Ao and<5 > J0-
By replacing fx and /^, to /i and g# in Lemma 2.4, we can conclude /' c*npg'.
To prove the contrary, suppose that/' ^npg'. Let Fbe a closed neighborhood
of r in MY. Since /' ^^', for V ―apJ(F) there exist a closed a neighborhood
C/' of X in Mj and indices Ao g A, Jo e A such that
fx＼v -p9s＼u'in ^ for a11A > Ao and J > J0-
Since a^ is proper, there is a closed neighborhood U of X in Mx such that
a^(C^) c t/'.Let ^ : Z -≫･C/ be a proper map from Z e JSfJf(/i) to C/. By the
invertiblity of a^, there is a proper map /?':Z ―>a^!(l7) such that ^ = a^.
Then
fi＼uP=fAu*xP = aK/JL-i(t// -p XYg's＼a-xl(u)fi'= dslu^fi1 = dslufiin V
for all k> Xq and 8 > So, which impliesf ^"g □
Theorem 2.6. There is a categorical embedding <S>: n-SHp J?Jf(n +1) ―
n-SH'p <eX(n + 1) 5mcA that R(X) = X for each X e ^Jf(≪ + 1).
Proof. For a proper ^-fundamental net f: X ―> Y in (＼j, My), we
define O([/]J) = [f']np,where /' : X -> 7 in (M^,M;r) is induced in Lemma 2.4.
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, we may only prove that > is functorial, that is,
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R(ld}plf}np)= R{[f]p)Q>(＼0]p)for each proper /i-fundamental nets / : X -> Y in
(Mjr,My) and g : Y-* Z in (Afy,Afz). Let / : X -+ Y in (M'X,M'Y) and
^': Y ―>Z in (M'y, Mz) be proper n-fundamental nets induced from / and g.
For each A e A and 8 e A, since /;a^ = ay// and gsay = olzQa,
gsMx = 95*Yf'k = u-zg'sfl,
which means that g'f = {g'8f[ |(A,≪5)e A x A} is induced from gf ―
{gsfx K^eAxA}. Therefore,
*(w;[/i;)=*(ta/p = w/Tp = wwx=R(w;)<i>([/i;). □
3. The Freudenthal compactifkatioii and compact pairs
In this section, we recall the Freudenthal compactification and study the
relation of proper maps and compact pairs.
Suppose that X is rim-compact (i.e., any point has an arbitrary small
neighborhoods with compact boundaries). The Freudenthal compactification of X,
here denoted by FX, is defined as the least upper bound of all compactifications
Y of X such that ind( Y＼X) = 0. We call EX = FX＼X the space of ends of X. It
is known that FX is metrizable if and only if the space QX of quasi-components
of X is compact, where EX is homeomorphic to a closed set of the Cantor set.
Let E be the subclass of J^Jf consisting of spaces X such that QX is compact.
Let X, FeZ. Then each proper map /: X ―> Y has the unique extension
Ff : (FX,EX) -> (FY,EY). If g : X -> Y is a proper map and / ^°pg, then
Ff＼EX = Fg＼EX (cf. [4, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.7]).Also, the assignment / ― Ff is
functorial,that is,F(＼dx) = id.Fx and F(fg) = (Ff)(Fg) for proper maps / : X ―>
F and ^ : F -> Z. For details,refer to [5],[121.
Lemma 3.1. Let f, g : Z ―>FIT &e maps from a compact space Z to FY and
C a closed set in Z. Suppose that f{Z＼C), g(Z＼C) c Y and f{z) = g{z) e EY for
each z e C. If f＼Z＼C^ p g＼z＼c^ n Y> t^tenf ―9 re^- C ^ FY-
Proof. Let H : (Z＼C) x / ―>Y be a proper homotopy such that Ho ―
f＼Z＼can<^ H＼ = fif|Z＼C.Define the homotopy H': Z x / ―>FF by
H'(z,t) =
H{z,t) for z e Z＼C,
for ze C.
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We prove that H' is continuous. Let {(z,-,tj)}ieco be a sequence in (Z＼C) x I
such that (z,-,tt)―>(zo, fo) e C x / as i ―> oo. Let F be a neighborhood of /(zo) =
gf(zo) in FF. Since dimFF = Q, there exist open sets Fo, V＼ in FY such that
Fo cFJFcKoU Vi and FoD Fi = 0. Then L = F＼(F0U Vx) = FY＼{VQU V＼)
is compact in Y, so H~l(L) is compact in (Z＼C) x/. Let U = Z＼pH~l(L),
where p : Z x / ―> Z is a projection. Then £/ is a neighborhood of C and
l/( C/x J) cr Fo U Fi. Since (z,-,f,-)― (zo,*o), there exists moeco such that
{zm} x / <= U x / for each m>mo. Note that /J({zOT} x/) c//"(£/x/) c
Fo U Fi. By the continuity of/, H({zm} x 0) =/(zw) x Fo. Then H({zm} x /) c
Fo <= F since Fo fl Fi = 0. In particular, H(zm, tm) e F for each m > mo, which
implies that if' is continuous. □
Let/, g : X ―> Y be maps and icla closed set. We denote / ~" g rel.
^4
if
/a =^ gra rel. a"1^) for any map a : Z ―> X with dimZ < n. To see / ^n g rel.
y4,it suffices to verify the condision in case that a is an w-invertible surjection. By
using this notation, the following holds from Lemma 3.1.
Ff
Corollary 3.2. Let f, g : X ―>･Y be proper maps. Then f ~npg
~ n Fa rel.EX.
implies
U
Remark. As is easily observed, the above is valid for maps between pairs.
We call(M, Mo) a pin+l-manifold pair if M and Mo are jin+l-manifolds and
Mn is Z-set in M.
Lemma 3.3. Let f, g : U ―>V be proper maps such thatf ^ g. Suppose that
(FU,EU) and (FV,EV) are embedded in compact fin+l-manifoldpairs(M,Mo)
and (N,N0), respectively,such that EU = FU^MQ and EV = FVf]M0. If f
has an extensionf :(M, Mo) ―>(N,Nq) withf~l{EV) ―EU, then g has also an
extensiong:(M,M0)-+ (N,NQ) such thatg~l{EV) =EUandf^ng rel.EU as
mans between pairs.
Proof. By the n-homotopy extension theorem for pairs[3, Theorem A.6
and its remark], we can extend g to a proper map g : (M＼EU,Mo＼EU) ―>
(N＼EV,N0＼EV) such that # ^npf＼{M＼EU,Mo＼Euysince Mo is Z-set in M,
F(M＼EU) = M by [15, Corollary 1]. Then we have g = F(g) :(M,M0) ->
(N,No) which has the desired property by corollary3.2. □
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Remark. In the above, gl)f＼Mo: UUMo-+VUNq is a map which is
n-homotopic to f＼U[JM rel.Mq. Then we can obtain g satisfyingg＼Mo=/|Mo.
Lemma 3.4. Let f g : (M,Mo) ―>(F, Yq) be maps from a compact pair
(M, Mo) to an LCn-pair (F, Fo) and A c X he closed sets in M and Xo = X D MQ.
If f＼(x,x0)―nd＼(xx0) re^- A, then there exists a neighborhood pair (U,Uq) of
(X,X0) in {M,M0) such that f＼(UM) ^ng＼(u,Uo) rel A.
Proof. Let a : (Z, Zo) ―> (M, Mo) be an n-invertible t/Fn-surjection from
an ^-dimensional compact pair (Z,Zo) to (M, Mo). By the assumption, there
exists a homotopy H : (a~1(X),a-1(X0)) x / -> (7, Yo) such that Ho =
/al(a-'w,a->w)' ^=^1(^(1)^^,)) and ^L-'(^) =fa＼^(A) for a11 ?G/- Ry
[1, Lemma 2.1], there exists a neighborhood pair (W, Wo) of (Z,Zo) x {0,1} U
(orH^a-^Xo)) x / in (Z,Z0) x / and an extension H':(W, Wo) -* (F, Fo) of
if. Since a is proper, we can find a neighborhood pair (£/,Uq) of (X,Xq) such
that (a-l(U),<x-l(U0))xI<={W, Wo), which implies that f＼{u,u0)-no＼{u,u0)
rel. A. n
4. Proper n-shape and relative n-shape for compact pairs
Let Jf 2 be the class of compact pairs. In this section, we define the relative
≪-shape category for compact pairs with dim < n + 1,≫-SHre/Jf2(n + 1), which is
different from [1] and we construct a functor ＼ : n-SH' X(≪+ 1) ―>n-SHre/
Jf2(≪+ 1).
Let (X,X0) be a Z-pair in (//I+1,/*S+1)and let (X,X0) = {{XhXQi),p^1} be
an LCn(n+ l)-sequence associated with (X,Xo), where (Xr-,Xo/)is a compact
fin+1-manifold pair which is a closed neighborhood of (X, Xo), and bonding
maps are inclusions [1, Proposition 2.2]. For convenience sake, we assume that
(X＼,Xq＼)―(//"+1,/iQ+1).We call such an LCn(n+ l)-sequence an inclusion
sequence associated with (X,Xo). Let (Y,Yq) be a Z-pair in (/*"+1,/Iq+1)and
(F, Fo) = {(F,-,Fo,-),^J+1}be an inclusion sequence associated with (F, Yq). An
≪-morphism A = (h,{hi}) :(X,X0) ―>(F, Fo) is said to be a relativen-morphism
if hjpjfil^ "qjhj rel. Xq for any i, j with j > i, and we denote h :(X,Xq) ―>
(F, Fo) rel. Xq. Two relative w-morphisms g, h : (X,Xo) ―>■(F, Fo) rel. Xo are
relative n-homotopic (g ~n h rel. Xq) if for each / e co there is an index j > g(i),
h(i) such that gi＼^Xj,xof)―"h'＼(Xj,x0J)re^- ^o- By Lemma 3.4, g ~nh rel. Xo if and
only if gt＼x~nh(＼x rel. Xo. The class of relative ≪-homotopy of the relative di-
morphism h is denoted by [h]",. The relative n-shape category for compact pairs
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≪-SHre/ 3f2(n + 1) is defined as a category whose objects are in Jf2(n+ 1) and
whose morphisms are the relative w-homotopy classes of relative ≪-morphisms.
If there exist two relative w-morphisms /: (X,Xo) ― (F, Fo) rel. Xo and
g : (F, Fo) -> (X,X0) rel. Fo such that gf ^ni{XtXo) rel. Xo and/^ ^Ki(F)Fo) rel.
Fo, we denote n-Sh(X, Xo) = n-Sh(F, Fo) rel. (Xo, Fo). The relative ≪-shape for
compact pairs is stronger that the ≪-shape for compact pairs in the sense of [1],
that is,≪-Sh(X,X0) = /i-Sh(F, Fo) rel. (Xo, Fo) implies n-Sh(X,X0) = /i-Sh(F, Fo).
Suppose that FX and FF are Z-sets in pin+l, EX = FX f＼$+l, EY =
FYOpi≫+l and M = ^+1＼^+1, (Jf,X0) = {{XhXm),p＼^} and (F, Fo) =
{(F,-, Fo,-),#-+1} are inclusion sequences associated with (FX,EX) and (FY,EY),
respectively. For each proper ^-fundamental net / = {fx ＼X e A} : X ―> F in
(M, M), we construct a relative n-morphism/ = (/, {/}) : (X,Xq) ―> (F, Fo) rel.
IsX as follows:
Let V＼ 3 F2 => ･･ ･ be closed neighborhoods of F in M such that F =
Oieco V^ EVi = EY and FVi c int Y*' Choose closed neighborhoods l//^ => C// 3
･ ･･ of X and indices Ai < A2 < ･ ･･ such that X = f]iew l/f, EU{ = EX and
/aI^/-;/A,lfA/in F, for alH > ^.
Since (F!,FOi) is an LCn n CK-pair, F(fM＼vf) : (FU{,EU{)-* {FVuEVt) ^
(Fi, F01) has an extension /j : (Xi,Xoi) ―>(Fi, F01) [1, Lemma 2.1]. Since
fb＼u{ ~pfh＼u{ in Fl and A1^/ has an extension/! with EU{ =f{~l{EV＼),
by Lemma 3.3, /aJ^/ has an extension f2 : (Xi,Xqi) ―*(Fi, F01) such that
/2 aj"/, in (Fi, F01) rel. EU{ = EX. Note that f2(FU{) c FF2 c int F2. Then
there exists a /*n+1-manifold neighborhood pair (U^U^) of (FU{,EJj{) such
that/2(C7(, Ui2)
_d
(F2, F02). Take f(2)eco such that (X/(2),X0/(2)) <= {Uf2,u{2)
and let /2 =/2|(X/(2)j%(2)): (X/(2),X0/(2)) -^ (F2, F02). Observe that f2 ~"
/il(x(2),Zo
2)
*n (^i'^01) rel. EX. Assume that we obtained an extension
fr.iUftUfo^iYuYoi) of /J^ for i>2 such that (l/f, C7£) is a /i≪+1-
manifold neighborhood pair of (FUf,Ellf) and/ ―/LiLf?'t?A m (^' ^b/) rel-
EX. Since /a^J^/ -npfk＼vf in Fj and /a,-^/ has an extension/ with EU{ =
fr＼EVi), by Lemma 3.3,'/^,^^ has an extension ft+l : (u{, U&) -+ {Yu YOi)
such that/+1 =^n/ in (F,-, VOi) rtCEX. Note that/+1(FC^,) c FVi+i c int F/+i.
Then there exists a /iw+1-manifold neighborhood pair (U}+l,uli+l) of
(FUf+vEUf+l) such that /+1(^f+1, C7^.+1) c (Fm, Fom). Take /(i+l)ec
such that (X/(j-+1),X0/(l-+i))c (C/;+1, C/o/+1) and let /+1 =/+i|(jri.+liZ()i.+l):
(Xf{i+l),XQf{i+l)) -> (F/+1, rw+i). Observe that /+1 a ≪/|(z. . > in (F,, FOl)
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rel.EX. By the induction, we have a sequence/ = (/,{/･}) : (X,Xo) ―≫(Y, Yo)
It is easy to see that / is a relative n-morphism. In fact, for each j > i,
q}fj =fj ^nfj-i＼{xfU),xOfU))in (!}-!, I^-i) rel.isX
-^■-2lW(,,-r,,) m (l}-2,yby-2) rel.EX
-"/I≫,,,%1J))=knPm in (y'> r≪)reL EX
Then above construction of/ is denoted by / => {V{, C//,A,-,/-,V＼,/(0}(/)-
Theorem 4.1. There is a functor W : n-SH^, E(/i+ 1) -> ≪-SHre/Jf2(≪+ 1)
jmcA that *F(X) = (FX,EX) for each XeT.(n+l).
Proof. Let / = {fx 11 e A} : X ―> F in (Af, M) be a proper ra-fundamental
net. By the construction / =>■{Vj, uf,A,-,/)-,Uf ,f(i)}(f), we have a relative n-
morphism / : (X,XQ) -* (F, Yo) rel. EX. We define ＼([/];) = [f]nrel.
First, we prove that ＼ is well-defined, that is, if / ~^g for another proper
^-fundamental net g = {gs ＼Se A} : X -> F in (M, M), then / ~wg rel. JEAT. By
the construction g =4>{F/, Uf,8t,gu U^gfyjig), we have a relative ≪-morphism
9 = (9, idi})
■
(X,X0) -> (F, Fo) rel. EX such that & = 9i＼{Xg(i),x0g{i))and ^ilf/f=
gs,Ij/8.Since / <^.ng, there exist a closed neighborhood IF of X in M, Ao e A and
So e A such that
fk＼w
~p9s＼w
in ^U F; for allI > h and5 > d0.
Let IF' = Wf＼ Uf n C/f. For each X > Xo, kt and 8 > 80, 8U since
h＼w -pA＼w>in vt and ^L' -np9dt＼w in F/'
we have
AV' *HPMw *>＼w ^>＼w in F,U V＼.
Since /･ and ^,- are extensions of fx＼w and gs,＼w, by Corollary 3.2,
//Ify^^/lffrel- EX in Yh
which implies f^ng rel. EX. Therefore, *F is well-defined.
Next, we show that *F is functorial. Let/ : Z -> 7 in (M,M) and g : F -> Z
in (M,M) be proper ^-fundamental nets and (Z,Zo) = {(Z,,Zo;),rj+1} be an
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inclusion sequence associated with (FZ,EZ). By the constructions / =>
{Vu Uf^iji, U{j(i)}(f) and g =≫{Wh u{' A,gu F?,0(i)}($), we have relative
≪-morphisms / :(X,X0) -> (F, Yo) rel. EX and £:(F, Fo) -> (Z,Z0) rel. £7.
Observe that Vg(i)c F&(/)c Ff. Since g/ = {g5fx ＼(A, <5)e A x A} : X -> Z in
(M,M) and gf = (/^,{^/9W}) :(X,X0) -> (Z,Z0), it is easy to verify fl/=
{W/. C^o' (^^(0)^/4(0' VfMJg[i)}(gf), hence
*cw;) = K/1^ = ≫L[/i^ = *([ri;m[/];). □
Combining Theorems 2.6 and 4.1, we have the following.
Corollary 4.2. There is a functor c : w-SH;, E(≪4-1) -> n-SHrei Jf2(n + 1)
5mc/i rtor @(X) = (FX,EX) for each JeZ(n + l). D
As a direct consequence of the above, we have
Corollary 4.3. For X, Yel.(n+1), if n-ShJX) = n-ShJY) then n-Sh
(FX,EX)=n-Sh(FY,EY) rel.(EX,EY), hence n-Sh(FX, EX) = n-§h{FY,E
in the sense of [11 and EX a EY.
Y)
□
Corollary 4.4. If X is connected SUV" and dimX<7i+l, then
FY (=TJVn
Proof. By [2, Theorem 3.3], there exists a tree T such that n-Shp(X) =
n-Shp(T). By Corollary 4.3, n-Sh(FX, EX) = n-$h(FT, ET) rel. (EX,ET). In
particular,n-Sh(FX) = n-Sh(FT). Since FT is contractible, n-Sh(FX) = ≪-Sh(l),
that is, FXe UVn (cf.[9, Proposition 3.1]). □
5. Proper n-shape and the one-point compactification
In this section, we consider the relation of proper w-shape and the one-point
compactification.
Let CX = X U {oo} be the one-point compactification of X e if Jf. It is known
that CX is metrizable. For a proper map / : X ― Y between X, Y e J?Jf, there
is an unique extension Cf : (CX, {oo}) ―>(CF, {oo}). If f g : X ―> F are proper
maps and f ~p g, then Cf ^ Cg rel.{oo}. It is easy to see that the arguments of
Section 3 are valid for the pairs (CX, {oo}) and the maps Cf By replacing FX by
CX and EX by {oo} in the same proof of Theorem 4.1, we can obtain the
followine.
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Theorem 5.1. There is a functor ＼':ra-SHj,jS?jf(≪+ 1) -≫n-SHre/X2
(≪+ 1) jwcA ffoifY(X) = (CX, {oo}) /or each X e jSfJf(≪+ 1). □
Combining Theorems 2.6 and 5.1,we have the following.
Corollary 5.2. There is a functor 0': n-SBp ^Jf(n + 1) ->≪-SHre/Jf2
(n + 1) such that R'(X) = (CX, {oo}) for each X e &Jf{n + 1). □
As a directconsequence of the above, we have
Corollary 5.3. For X, Ye^Jf{n + l), if n-Shp(X) = n-Shp(Y) then
n-Sh(CX, {oo}) = n-Sh(CY, {oo}) rel. ({oo},{cx)}),hence pointed compacta
(CX, {oo}) and (CY, {oo}) have the same pointed n-shape. □
Corollary 5.4. Let ^+1 =//!+1＼{*}, where *epin+1, X, Y c ^+1 6e
Z-sete.7jr/i-Shp(Jir)=/i-Sh/,(y)fAew ^+1＼X≪/i^+1＼F.
Proof. We can assume that CX, CY a jun+1as Z-sets with {*} = {oo}. By
Corollary 5.3, we have n-Sh(CX, {oo}) = ≪-Sh(C7,{oo}) rel.({oo},{oo}).In
particular,n-Sh(CX) = n-Sh(CY). By the complement theorem [8],^+1＼Z =
/in+l＼cx * /iM+1＼cr = <+1 ＼y. □
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